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GitHub - chef-cookbooks/sudo: Development repository for ... sudo cookbook. The default recipe configures the /etc/sudoers file. The cookbook also includes a sudo

resource to adding and removing individual sudo entries. sudo Cookbook - Chef Supermarket sudo cookbook. The default recipe installs the sudo package and

configures the /etc/sudoers file. The cookbook also includes a sudo resource to adding and removing individual sudo entries. sudo versions - Chef Supermarket

<p>Installs sudo and configures /etc/sudoers</p> <h1 id="sudo-cookbook-changelog">sudo Cookbook CHANGELOG</h1> <p>This file is used to list changes

made in each.

sudo Cookbook - Chef Supermarket sudo cookbook. The Chef sudo cookbook installs the sudo package and configures the /etc/sudoers file. It also exposes an LWRP

for adding and managing sudoers. sudo/default.rb at master Â· chef-cookbooks/sudo Â· GitHub Development repository for sudo cookbook. Contribute to

chef-cookbooks/sudo development by creating an account on GitHub. CHEF- Having a hard time figuring out how SUDO COOKBOOK ... I was trying to add the

%wheel group to the sudoers file via chef. Unfortunately i'm having an hard time to figure out how this cookbook works. The readme doesn't sound very clear to me.

What i have.

chef-cookbooks/sudo - github.oldjpg.com Chef cookbook for ruby-build. Manages the ruby-build framework and its installed rubies. A LWRP is also defined.

Manages the ruby-build framework and its installed rubies. A LWRP is also defined. Enabling passwordless sudo - Chef Cookbook - Third Edition This website uses

cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. How to make newly created user as sudo user by using chef ... How to make newly created user as sudo

user by using chef. Ask Question 5. I have created a user 'testuser' by using chef. How to make this user as sudo user? chef chef-recipe cookbook.

Creating Your First Chef Cookbook - Linode Chef cookbooks describe the desired state of your nodes, and allow Chef to push out the changes needed to achieve this

state. In this guide you will learn how to create a cookbook that configures A LAMP stack on a Linode. package resource â€” Chef Docs package resourceÂ¶ [edit on

GitHub] Use the package resource to manage packages. When the package is installed from a local file (such as with RubyGems, dpkg, or RPM Package Manager),

the file must be added to the node using the remote_file or cookbook_file resources. Create a Simple Chef Cookbook - DigitalOcean How To Create Simple Chef

Cookbooks to Manage Infrastructure on Ubuntu February 3, 2014 In this article, we will discuss the basics of creating a Chef cookbook.
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